Algebra I

6. Samhith Punukula – Harmony School
5. Anuj Ramakrishnan – Oakridge HS
4. Daniel Whatley – Whatley Home School
3. Muaaz Ahmad – Harmony School
2. Pavan P. – Harmony School
1. Jianing Xie – Xie Home School
Geometry

6. Sambith Kunukula – Harmony School
5. Adam Abushaer – Harmony School
4. Vincent Liu – Harmony School
3. Anrew Jin – Harmony School
2. Schomic Verma – Fort Settlement MS
1. Wilbur Li – Fort Settlement MS
Algebra II

6. Vincent Liu - Harmony
5. Ju Young Ahn – St. Thomas HS
4. Raymond Chee – Clements HS
3. Ziyin Le Le – Kempner HS
2. Stephen Jiang – Fort Settlement MS
1. Byoung Ug Ryu – Memorial HS
Precalculus

6. Vincent Su - Bellaire
5. Frederick Vu – DeBakey HSHP
4. Lawrence Wu – Stephen F. Austin
3. Perry Alagappan – Clear Lake HS
2. Dante Vela – Davis HS
1. Ding Xhou – Harmony School
Physics

5. Varun Pathuri – DeBakey HSHP
4. Alex Hsu – Clements HS
3. Vincent Su – Bellaire HS
2. Benedict Kroll - Oakridge
1. Vinh Ho – DeBakey HSHP
Statistics

6. Nakul Shah – Stephen F. Austin
5. Nathan Quan – Clements HS
4. Shirag Agrawal – Stephen F. Austin
3. Alex Hsu – Clements HS
2. Lawrence Wu – Stephen F. Austin
1. Teresa Tse – DeBakey HSHP
Calculus

6. William Wu – Clear Lake HS
5. Varun Pathuri – DeBakey HSHP
4. Andy Chow – Dulles HS
3. Daniel Fan – Dulles HS
2. Shirag Agrawal – Stephen F. Austin
1. Vinh Ho – DeBakey HSHP
6. Alvin Kim – Stephen F. Austin
5. Dante Villa – Davis HS
4. Kevin Pham – Clements HS
3. Gregory Chen – Dulles HS
2. Sophia Dao – St. Agnes HS
1. Robert Cyprus – Kempner HS
Quick Click Smack-Down

2. Dante Vela – Davis HS
1. Wenyang Fu – Clements HS
Team Project Winners

5. Harmony School – Ahmad, Kim, Pinnamaneni, Punukula
4. Westchester Academy – Petty, Miller, Leung, Bangash
3. Rainard School - McClimans
2. Memorial HS – Chen, Chiu, Mehndiratta, Sullins
1. Rainard School – Noons, Miller, Cramerus, Rasi
School Sweepstakes

4. Fort Settlement (24)
3. Clements HS (26)
2. DeBakey HSHP (35)
1. Harmony School (40)